
Chapter 247:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
SWORD IN THE DARK MIST
"Roar!!"

When the two magic dragons saw that the few Hoarfrost Warlords who had attacked
them before, they wanted to run, and suddenly roared, flapped their wings, and chased
them.

Seeing the dragon catching up, the faces of several Baishuang men changed slightly.
One of the warlords wearing blue leather armor quickly used a charm, and everyone
speeded up to escape.

The two magic dragons roared, but they obviously didn't have the advantage of speed,
so they could only watch a few Hoarfrost escape.

After several Hoarfrost men disappeared in the forest, the two dragons screamed in
anger, then turned around and planned to fly back to the lair.

At this moment, Lu Yuan suddenly appeared in front of the two magic dragons,
blocking their way.

Seeing another little bit obstructing their way.

The two magic dragons roared in anger, and then they opened their mouths and spouted
black fireballs.

The high temperature distorted the air slightly, and the power of the fireball looked
extremely powerful.

Lu Yuan's face remained unchanged, and his body instantly disappeared in place,
appearing beside the larger dragon.

The epee in his hand emerged, the golden aura flashed, the epee swung, and a golden
sword light passed the devil dragon's neck.
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The six demon dragon defenses that Hoarfrost had not been able to break through their
efforts for a long time before, were as fragile as a piece of paper under Lu Yuan's
sword, and the golden sword light tore the black lin armor to pieces and ran across the
neck.

The blood spewed out, the magic dragon let out a painful wailing, its wings shook, and
then fell heavily downward.

The vitality of this dragon also dissipated here.

Another small dragon saw this, his eyes were red, and he roared angrily, and opened his
mouth to spout a large black dragon's breath.

Lu Yuan's body instantly disappeared in place, avoiding the dragon's breath, another
sword, and the golden sword light cut a hideous wound on the neck of the magic
dragon.

The wailing sound of the dragon came out, and the corpse fell from the air.

The few Hoarfrost Kings who had fled before heard the wailing of the dragon from a
distance, and their expressions changed.

"What's the matter? Is it the voice of the dragon?"

"Let's take a look?"

Several people sneaked out of the forest, just to see a hundred-meter-long golden sword
light killing the remaining magic dragon.

Several Baishuangren Zhanwang stared.

"Hi... so strong. Killed the king-level magic dragon so easily?"

"who is he?"

"It's a human... I seem to have seen him somewhere..."

"It's him! It's that Lu Yuan! That Lu Yuan who is number one in the Tianjiao list!"

A Hoarfrost soldier thought of something and exclaimed in a low voice.



Others also thought of something, and their pupils shrank.

"Isn't it that he once defeated Bai Lin?"

"He seemed to have broken through to the King of War before. He didn't expect his
strength to be so terrible. That was a king-level magic dragon! He was killed by a
sword."

Several people hurriedly landed secretly, not daring to watch more.

They glanced at each other, looking at each other:

"Then what shall we do? Do you want to inform Bai Lin? Bai Lin seems to hate Lu

Yuan."

"...Forget it, this Lu Yuan's talent is too strong, so let's not join in. Moreover, seeing
Lu Yuan's sword just now, do you think Bai Lin is his opponent?"

The Baishuang who had been questioning before stopped and shook his head.

"Let's go, don't be discovered by him, if you think we are malicious, that would be
terrible."

Hearing this, the other Baishuang people nodded slightly, and then turned and left.

After Lu Yuan killed the two dragons, he landed from the air and looked at the bodies

of the two dragons.

On the corpse, spirit crystals and light clusters precipitated.

A king-level magic dragon precipitates 100 fifth-order spiritual crystals, plus two
golden light clusters.

Lu Yuan picked up the light group and looked at it. It was a king-level material.

A heart of a devil dragon, a blood of a devil dragon, and two pieces of devil dragon lin
armor.

Without extraordinary genes and genetic weapons, Lu Yuan feels a bit regretful.



However, this is indeed a king-level fierce beast with a royal bloodline, no matter
whether it is the spirit crystal or the material, it is still good.

After Lu Yuan picked up the things, he went on hunting.

As he continued to deepen, Lu Yuan soon killed more and more dragons and other
fierce beasts.

In total, more than 300 war-sage-level fierce beasts and more than 60 king- level
fierce beasts were killed.

There are almost 8000 fourth-order spiritual crystals and 4000 fifth-order spiritual
crystals obtained.

Of course, a lot of extraordinary materials have been gained, and a king-level Tier 5
genetic weapon has also been obtained.

It's a battle armor dropped from a magic dragon.

This is probably the biggest gain of Luyuan.

As long as this battle armor evolves once and evolves to the emperor rank, at least there
will still be tens of millions of Tier 5 spirit crystals.

When Lu Yuan killed so many fierce beasts, almost ten hours passed.

Lu Yuan felt a little tired.

He set up a space coordinate on a mountain top of the Demon Dragon Mountain Range,
which can be convenient to go back and forth afterwards.

Subsequently, Lu Yuan drew the space coordinates previously set in Red Maple City

and disappeared in place.

The next moment, he went straight back to the rented house in Red Maple City.

Lu Yuan glanced at the familiar rented house, the corners of his mouth raised, and a
smile appeared on his face.

The space is super gene is convenient.



Otherwise, the distance of more than 80 million kilometers, even if you have a
king-class fighter on the road, it will take several years.

How could it be as easy as Lu Yuan, directly establishing spatial coordinates, and going
back and forth between the two places in an instant.

Of course, if it is a powerful aircraft with space shuttle capability, it cannot be counted.

An aircraft with this powerful capability is generally not a king-class aircraft.

After hunting a lot of fierce beasts, Lu Yuan was a little tired. After resting for a few
hours, he returned to the martial arts training hall to practice.

Later, after completing his training in the martial arts training hall, Lu Yuan used the
starry sky roaming to hunt down the beasts in the Demon Dragon Mountain Range to
obtain resources. Then, when he was a little tired, Lu Yuan returned to the room to rest,
and after the rest he went to practice again.

Circulate continuously every day.

…………

Twenty days later, the Devil Dragon Mountain Range.

Lu Yuan killed a king-level peak devil dragon, and harvested the king-level
extraordinary gene, named Devil Dragon's Lin.

Hmm... is a powerful guardian system transcendent gene, in addition to greatly
improving defense capabilities, it can even improve a certain amount of strength and
physique.

If you sell it, you can probably sell a fifth-order spirit crystal of several million to tens
of millions, which is a small profit.

It would almost allow Lu Yuan to practice for a few more days.

It is a pity that the probability of obtaining extraordinary genes above the king level is
even lower. Lu Yuan may have hunted hundreds of monsters before, and it is only the
first extraordinary gene he has obtained so far.



Many other fierce beasts have hunted down a lot, but they have gained two supernatural
genes at the lord level.

Lu Yuan planned to evolve the genes of the two lord to the royal level by then, and
throw it at the auction house for some money.

There was a small gain. Lu Yuan was naturally beautiful. He left the Devil Dragon's
lair and flew to a deeper place.

After Lu Yuan left, several kobolds suddenly appeared, looking at the body of the devil
dragon, their eyes flashing.

The head was a kobold with a powerful aura and blood-colored hair.

A dignified color appeared on his face, and he slowly said:

"I didn't expect to encounter Lu Yuan, a ** human being in the Devil Dragon Mountain
Range! However, this human being is stronger than we thought. The Devil Dragon at

the top of the king rank may be able to compete with many weaker war emperors. In
comparison, I didn't expect to be killed by this human in this way..."

When they heard the sound of fighting here, they came over for the first time. They
originally wanted to see if they could pick up something cheaper, but they didn't expect
to encounter one of the most hated human beings, Lu Yuan.

Another kobold with black hair slowly spoke:

"Huh! No matter what, this human caused us to lose the Ice Vein Star, and killed us
several Tianjiao, he even dared to come out, then we must take revenge on him! Did
you forget Broshan and Needham? Did you say that your lord? As long as you find

traces of this human being, you must never let him go! This time, let him die in the

place of origin!"

The scarlet-haired kobold nodded and slowly said: "I know this naturally, but it is still
a bit unsafe for us to be the only two war emperors. It's best to find a few more war

emperors over here."

As for the few warlord-level powerhouses on the side, they were ignored by this
scarlet-haired kobold.



With the strength that Lu Yuan had shown before, these war king-class kobolds could
only play a little role at best.

The black-haired kobold thought for a while, and then nodded: "It's true. Hey... As
long as you kill this human, you must definitely not lose our rewards, Lord Broken
Mountain."

Several other kobolds also smiled.

"Let's keep up first, don't let him run away!"

The scarlet-haired kobold looked at Lu Yuan's departure direction and said.

The black-haired kobold grinned: "Don't worry, we can't run. We have to be careful.
This human being is too weird. If you get too close, you may be spotted by him. He
seems to have space combat skills. If he finds out, escape early. It’s not that simple for
us to catch him."

With that, the black kobold flashed with black lights all over his body.

In the next moment, the black mist wrapped all the kobolds inside, and then their
bodies slowly disappeared.

None of the kobolds noticed, and as they disappeared, a shadow on the side shook

slightly.

The eyes of Lu Yuan in the distance were deep and pitch black, and he withdrew from

sharing the perception with the shadow clone.

The corners of his mouth raised, and a smile appeared.

In order to find the king-level fierce beast in the Devil Dragon Mountain Range, Lu
Yuan used a lot of shadow clones in order to improve efficiency.

Anyway, he is the only one here, so there is no need to worry about being discovered.

Moreover, these shadow avatars can also detect danger in the first place, allowing Lu
Yuan to prepare in advance.

Lu Yuan didn't expect to find a strong kobold here.



But think about it, the Devil Dragon Mountain Range is big and big, but not big, and it
is really not too big for the King of War and the power of the King of War.

The bloodbone kobolds have a large number of warlords and even warlord-level
powerhouses, and it is not a strange thing to be able to meet them.

He also didn't expect that this kobold would be so embarrassed, there are two war kings,
four war kings are not enough, and he plans to continue to call a few war kings to deal

with him.

Is he so scary?

Lu Yuan was a little unhappy.

But...it's a lot, and it's not a bad thing for him.

He squinted his eyes, with a hint of coldness in his eyes.

Lu Yuan remained silent and continued to hunt down the beasts.

King-level fierce beasts are not only the only species of monsters in the Demon Dragon

Mountain Range. There are also many fierce beasts of the dragon bloodline that also
have the strength of the king-level, and there are even many fierce beasts of the
king-level that are not of the dragon bloodline.

With the search ability of the shadow clone, Lu Yuan easily found the king- level fierce
beasts to kill, and the efficiency was not low.

After more than ten kilometers behind Lu Yuan, the invisible kobold saw Lu Yuan hunt

and kill the king-level fierce beasts one by one, constantly obtaining various things, all
showing a look of envy and jealousy.

"Damn... it's another king-level genetic weapon!"

"This guy has good luck. And his strength is also strong. The strength of this black
dragon eagle is close to the imperial level, and it also has an imperial level bloodline.
Thinking that this human being could kill it so easily!"

"Hmph, wait, as long as you kill him, these things are ours!"



"Are they here?"

The Scarlet-haired Kobold spoke.

Another black-haired kobold glanced at the communication crystal, then his eyes lit up.

"They are already close, let's step back a little bit, don't meet here, lest we be
discovered by this human!"

"good!"

The kobolds retreated silently, a little farther away from Lu Yuan, and they didn't
continue to retreat after making sure that they could feel the breath of Lu Yuan.

At this moment, a few streamers quickly approached, and it was four kobolds.

The four kobolds were dressed in leather armor, some in battle armor, and some in
robes.

Their auras are extremely powerful, and they are all war emperors.

The leader was a strong white-haired kobold wearing a battle armor and holding a huge
shield~www.mtlnovel.com~ He slowly said:

"Blood Meng, Shui Meng, you said you found that Lu Yuan? Where is it?"

"just in front!"

The scarlet-haired kobold Xue Mie pointed to the front and said.

Another black-haired kobold Shui Meng's face was solemn: "That guy has space- based
combat skills, pay attention to seal off the space, don't let him run away!"

A kobold in a robe sneered: "Don't worry, I brought some good things here, he can't
run!"

"That's fine! We surround him!"

Shui Meng grinned and slowly said.

At this moment, a dark mist suddenly appeared around them.



The mist became dense in an instant, enclosing all the six warlords and the four
warlords.

The complexions of several kobolds changed suddenly.

"what happened?!"

"When did this black fog appear?"

Several war emperors spread their perceptions for the first time, and then their faces
changed:

"Damn! This mist will interfere with perception! Be careful!"

When just talking, several kobolds found that they could not even see a hundred meters
away.

At this moment, a dark sword light flashed by, and a wary kobold warlord's body froze
in place. In the next moment, a trace of blood appeared on his body, and his body split
into two halves.

Seeing this scene, several kobolds were all stagnated, feeling some scalp tingling.

They didn't even find out who did it!

"Stay together!"

Xue Mie let out a low growl: "There is a powerful assassination system!"
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